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Abstract

Parametric X-rays along an emitting particle velocity is studied for the Bragg scattering geometry. The absence of 
discussed radiation yield in the case of thick enough target when an influence of a photoabsorption plays an important 
role is predicted. The correct boundary conditions for an emission field at the oi/Z-surface of absorbing semi-infinite 
crystalline target are discussed.
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1. Introduction

Theory of parametric X-rays (PXR) from rela- 
tivistic particle in a crystal predicts an emission 
peak not only to the direction of Bragg scattering 
but along an emitting particle velocity as well [1- 
3]. Such additional peak (forward PXR) is of the 
great interest because of the discussed up to now 
question concerning its nature as Cherenkov like 
or scattering process [4]. In view of intensive a t
tempts of the forward PXR experimental verifica
tion [5-7] the detailed theoretical description of 
this emission mechanism becomes central at pre
sent time.

Forward PXR for Laue scattering geometry 
attracts attention in the last theoretical work [8]
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devoted to discussed problem. PXR for Bragg 
scattering geometry is considered in our work on 
the basis of dynamical diffraction theory. Highly 
surprising result consisting in the absence of the 
forward PXR yield from thick enough absorbing 
target follows from our calculation. In addition to 
discussion of this result, the problem of correct 
boundary conditions for the forward PXR emis
sion field at the out-surface of absorbing semi- 
infinite crystal is discussed. The principal difference 
between such conditions and those usually used in 
the case of PXR from semi-infinite crystal for Laue 
scattering geometry is shown.

In Section 2 the general expressions for emis
sions amplitude and spectral-angular distribution 
of emitted quanta are derived. The obtained results 
are used in Section 3 for analysis of the forward 
PXR features in the case of thin nonabsorbing 
crystal. Emission process in the limiting case of 
semi-infinite crystalline target is considered in 
Section 4 by the use of general expression derived
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in Section 2 and within the frame of asymptotic 
approach. The effect of forward PXR suppression 
is discussed in that section. Our conclusions and 
some final comments are presented in Section 5.

2. General expressions

Let us consider an emission from relativistic 
electrons crossing a crystalline target with the 
thickness L and reflecting crystallographic plane 
parallel to the target surface as it is shown in Fig. 
1. Electromagnetic field E(r, t) excited by the fast 
electron inside the crystal is described by the wave 
equation for Fourier transform of this field 
Efflk =  (2n)~4 f  d«d3rE (r,/)  e‘“'_ikr,

(k2 - c o 2( 1 +  Xo))Ea>k -  k(kErok)

- c o 2J 2 ' X - gEa,k+g = ^ v < 5 ( c o - kv), (1)
g

where v is the velocity of the fast electron, Xo(œ) 
and Xg(co) are the coefficients in the Fourier series 
for the crystal dielectric permeability e(co,r) =  
1 +  Xo(®) +  E g  'Xg(a,)eigr> 8 are the reciprocal lat- 
tice vectors. Within the frame of used two wave 
approximation of dynamical diffraction theory [9] 
the Eq. (1) can be reduced to well known simple 
equations

{k2 -  o)2( 1 +  x0))EM -  m2X-, « A g

((k +  g)2 -  m2( 1 +  x0))EÀg -  (i)2i %a.xEm =  0,

(2)

where E^k — X̂ /i=i /̂tô /io? E^k+g — X̂ /i=i /̂iĝ /ig? ®/io 
and ê g are the polarization vectors, ei0 ~  [k, g], 
e2o ~  [k, eio], eig =  eio, e2g ~  [k +  g, eio], oti =  1, 
a2 =  cos cp. Equations for field components in a 
vacuum outside the crystal follow from (2) in the 
limit x0 =  Xg =  X-g =  0.

Since x0, xg <C 1, the dispersion equation for X- 
rays in a crystal slightly differs from that in a 
vacuum k2 =  co2, therefore it is convenient for 
further analysis to define the variable £ by the 
expression

kx =  p  +  Ç,  ̂ <  p  =  yj(D2 -  kj, 

k|| =  Qyky +  ezkz. (3)

Using Eq. (3) and simplest approximation for 
susceptibilities,

Xo = - §  + ilo, Xg =  X-g =  "  ^ f  +  i lg ,  (4 )

where co0 is the plasma frequency of the crystal, 
C02g = co2(F(g)/Z)(S(g)/N0)Q- ^ 2u2, F(g) is the 
atom form-factor, Z is the number of electrons in 
an atom, S(g) is the structure factor of an ele
mentary cell containing No atoms, u is the mean 
square amplitude of atom thermal vibrations, one 
can obtain the following general solutions of the 
Eq. (2) inside the crystal:

EcA0 = bXkll5 ( i - ^ ) + c Xkll5 ( i - ^ 2)

ime - 2 i - i r *°) fe E ,
+  — — eA0V— /g g -  4 ) ,4n2pvx

011, Vu

Ec — — 2p X.ocx

in a vacuum in front of the crystal

\<x>e 1
—  e °̂v 7 (4n2pvx £

and in a vacuum behind the crystal

(5 )

(6)

=  (7 )

The very important quantities ^  2 and are de
fined as
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2p 2p
±  \ h \  -  1 -  2 i ô À ( T À -  k x )

s , =

j 4 - ( i - 2 i + i 4
2oVa, V  g g2

o ^ A ,
co2eocÀ ' Ka =

Xo

Ç„= — (co-  k||V|| - p v x). (8)

Unknown coefficients and c,ik|| are deter
mined by the ordinary boundary conditions

j  à m , - E \ 0) = j  d W iLE cig

= J d W SL(E^0 - E { 0) = 0 .  (9)

The final expression for the coefficient deter
mining an emission field takes the form

a Aku
l me

4n 2p v x D
11

(i
2 /  2 

1 - 2Z-~3-/.o

-ks, - si)l _
(i

D

? - ù (  1Cl O I 2
2p \  S g

? - i l f i  -  yCl O 1 2
2p \  S g

p - i i ( \  -  j i - — y î2 ^ I ? Xo
2p V g r

( 10)
Using the obtained result (10) one can determine 
the emission amplitude A, by the calculation of 
Fourier integral in the wave zone,

/
gi cor

d’k e ^ a ^ S W ^ A x  —  ,

0, integral (11) has been taken by the use of sta
tionary phase method.

Formulae (8), (10) and (11) allow to describe all 
spectral and angular characteristics of the forward 
PXR. Before proceeding to the analysis of such 
characteristics one should take into account that 
three emission mechanisms make the contribution 
to the formation of total emission yield: brems- 
strahlung, transition radiation (TR) and forward 
PXR. The amplitude A\  includes the contribution 
of forward PXR and TR. Since the TR being 
background is the main obstacle for the forward 
PXR experimental verification it is very important 
to represent the amplitude Ak as a sum of PXR and 
TR amplitudes. Such representation allows to es
timate the relative contributions from the discussed 
emission mechanisms as well as an interference 
between them. Defining the angular variables 0  
and in accordance with formulae (see Fig. 1)

0 ,  e 0  =  0,

e 1 e'P =  0, (12)

one can obtain the following expression for the 
emission spectral-angular distribution:

m(O-
dcod 6 = (K"+-4ÎR I1).

APXR d aA&A

y - 2 + ^ + Q 2

i toL _ I — Q 2sin<p e2<
ico„Lâ 
la/ sin qf^-

1 „ 1CÙL, -
1  —  Q  2 sin<p + nqf^

D ’

AÀ = -2niconxaÀœn.. ( H )

where n is the unit vector along the direction of 
emitted photon propagation, n =  exnx +  nn, exnn =

i aigLa^

D  =  (tx — /a — i ^ e -2“”“ «^ 

-  (^A + f k ~ ( 13)
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where the quantity fx coincides with square root in 
the definitions (8), g± =  y~2 +  (col/co2) +  Q2 — (co2/  
œ 2)ocÀ(xÀ ± f x),  Q X =  Q ± -  Wu  Q 2 =  ©y -  Wh  
Q2 =  Q\ +  Q\, brackets ( ) mean averaging over 
angles and W\\ describing the angular spread of 
an electron beam.

The obtained result (13) provides a basis for the 
further analysis.

3. Forward PXR from a thin nonabsorbing target

First of all let us consider the emission prop
erties in the relatively simple case of thin enough 
target ((coL/2 sin (p)x'q(co) 1), when the absorp
tion coefficient dx in (13) can be neglected. In ac
cordance with the expression for ^ XR (see Eq.
(13)) two branches of possible X-ray waves in a 
crystal make the contribution to the forward PXR 
yield, but on the condition =  0 under consid
eration only the contribution from one of them

1 1.3 1.4 I.« 1,8 3 M  2.4 2.6

Fig. 2. PXR “natural” spectrum versus the thickness of the target.

corresponding to the denominator g+ can be es
sential because the equation <t+(co,0) = 0  has a 
solution in contrast with the equation <r_(co, 
0 ) =  0, which has no solutions (the situation can 
change dramatically in the case of a thick ab
sorbing crystal as it will be shown later). Spectral- 
angular distribution of the separate PXR yield 
follows from (13) in the form

e2 (  Q2 \
dco d20 n2 \  , _2>2 1

( W S + < r

æpxr =
x\ — 1 + sm 2 - 1)

sm
x

(ßx -  ^  -  V Tl -  l )

(14)
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Fig. 3. PXR “natural” spectrum versus the observation angle and the energy of emitting particle.

where =  {cd1 / oj2g<xx){y~2 +  ^§ +  O ) > 1, this ex
pression is correct in the range t\ > 1. 1

Considering the quantity tx(cd, 0 )  defined in (8) 
one can see that this quantity can be represented as

I 2 A  c o \  , coB , .
=  , , fl . (15 )2со2ая 0)n — | 0|| cot ф ’

where coB =  g /2  sin ф is the Bragg frequency. Since 
^ l / g 2 ^  1 the dependence тДсо) is the “fast func
tion” of со, therefore it is very convenient to con
sider тя (со) as new spectral variable instead of со for 
an analysis of PXR spectral properties. As this 
takes a place co(tx) =  o/B(1 — 2(co2/g 2)(XxTx) «  o/B «  
coB in the vicinity of Bragg frequency where PXR 
can be realized. Thus, the function R^XK in (14)

describes PXR “natural spectrum” which can be 
observed at fixed observation angle 0 .  This spec
trum is illustrated by the curves in Figs. 2 and 3 
calculated for different values of the parameters 
and co2Lotx/g. The curves presented in Fig. 2 dem
onstrate the growth of the amplitude of PXR peak 
and decreasing of its spectral width when the 
crystal thickness L increases. More interesting be
haviour of PXR spectrum is illustrated by the 
curves in Fig. 3. The maximum of this spectral peak 
is shifted to the side of the anomalous dispersion 
range \tx\ < 1 with decreasing of the parameter fix 
(the role of dynamical diffraction increases when 
decreases). On the other hand this maximum is 
always placed inside the range of anomalous dis
persion as it follows from the equation o+ =  0,

1 It is necessary to point to the fact that i ^ XR —»■ oo if ► 1, 
but this singularity has no physical sense because the total PXR 
amplitude ^4jXR in (13) is regular in this point.

Тя = ТЯ* = 1 (А  -  I f  
Ж

>  1, (16)
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therefore the expression (14) derived under con
dition > 1 is sufficient for the forward PXR 
description.

The formula for PXR angular distribution 
follows from Eq. (14) after integration over pho
ton energies cd (since PXR spectral peak is very 
narrow on condition co2L/g  »  1 under considera
tion one can use the well known approximation 

7zTS(x)) in the formsin2 (TX)/x2

1 d,VfXR 
L d20

2e2(t)'ia4

/  ,,2 _\ 2 /  ,,2 _\ 2 4

( ' - : + 4 + a )
( r 2 + _ | +  a )

1

1 2 ( (û\LdX fi\-\ 
' 2̂

(17)

The expression (17) shows that the forward PXR 
angular density can be essential on condition 
y > y* =  cob/ coq only when the dynamical diffrac
tion effects occur in PXR process [8]. Within the 
range of small emitting particle energies the
estimation (dN^XR/ d 26) ~  y6/?* 1 follows for

the distribution (17) in the vicinity of its maxi
mum. The forward PXR angular distribution cal
culated in (17) in the most interesting case of high 
energy particle y y* when this distribution does 
not depend on y is illustrated by the curves pre
sented in Fig. 4. Two parameters co2L(Xx/g and 
co2(Xx/(joI determine such distribution, which is 
shifted to small observation angles relative to 
angular distribution of ordinary PXR propagating 
to Bragg scattering direction (indeed the maxi
mum of the ordinary PXR angular distribution 
corresponds to the observation angle 6 = 6* =  
œ0/ œ B = y“1 if y »  y j .  More surprising behaviour 
of the distribution (17) consists in the strong os
cillations of PXR angular density as it follows 
from Fig. 4. These oscillations appear due to an 
interference between two branches of excited X- 
ray waves forming together with a fast particle 
equilibrium electromagnetic field the total emis
sion field behind the crystal (connection between 
these branches is described by the denominator D 
in the general expression (13)).

Since in the real experiment PXR contribution 
can be observed on the background of TR only, it 
is necessary to analyse the separate TR contribu
tion and the influence of an interference between

- u -OJ

r.e
OJ

Fig. 4. PXR angular distribution. The function ^ PXR is proportional to dN^XK/d 20.
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PXR and TR. It should be noted that the effect of 
PXR and TR interference has been discussed in 
detail in [10,11], but for PXR in Bragg scattering 
direction only. Obviously such an interference 
manifestation is the same in the case under con
sideration. Coming back to the general formula 
(13) one can obtain the following expression for 
TR spectral-angular distribution:

co
dN j R 

dmd20

Qj ii-2 . Q1
R

d - 2 Q1

R R =  1 * 1 -1

/  f  orvL'j.,
2m sin cp v Tk

X cos

y/x\ -  1 \  2 03 sin (p

. (  (£>lLax
X sin

2co sin cp ( h  ~  n )

Fig. 5. DTR “natural” spectrum versus the thickness of the target.
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Distribution (18) (it should be noted that this 
formula is valid for all possible values of the 
quantity tx) differs essentially from that of an or
dinary TR emitted from an amorphous dielectric 
plate with the thickness L, but such differences 
caused by the dynamical diffraction effects take 
place in the vicinity of Bragg frequency coB only, 
where the “fast variable” -^(co) takes the values 
|ta |^ 1 .  Inside the vicinity of Bragg frequency 
(I'T/I I >  1) the function R j R is reduced to well 
known expression

R,TR

=  2

1 — cos

1 — COS

oj2sL a A 

2a> sin (p 

(oL

Px

2 sin (p y (O

(19)

describing the interference between TR waves 
emitted from in and out-surfaces of the target.

In accordance with formulae (18) and (19) TR 
spectrum is very wide in contrast with PXR spec
trum (14), therefore X-ray detector with high en
ergy resolution must be used in the experiment 
devoted to forward PXR observation. The result 
(19) shows an interesting possibility to reduce TR 
contribution to total emission yield in the vicinity 
of Bragg frequency where the forward PXR is re
alized. Indeed, the contribution of ordinary TR is 
suppressed in the wide vicinity of Bragg frequency 
o>b for fixed observation angle in view of

2œB sin (p 4 sin <p
' H— +  Q =  2nn.

COtj

(20)

The function ifJR(T )̂ calculated by (18) for fixed 
value of the parameter f>A and different values of 
the parameter o)2LxA/g  is presented in Fig. 5. The 
calculated narrow TR peak is analogous to that 
predicted in [12]. In the range of anomalous dis
persion |ta(co)| <  1 it consists of TR wave emitted 
from the out-surface of the target only because of 
the total reflection within the range |ta | <  1 of TR 
wave emitted from /«-surface of the target.

On condition (20) under consideration TR and 
PXR are realized as single spectral peaks located 
close to each other. Their angular distributions are

rather different in the range of high enough emit
ting particle energies y >  y*. In accordance with 
Eq. (18) maximum of TR angular distribution is 
located near the angle © «  y_1. On the other hand 
PXR angular distribution is concentrated in the 
range of larger angles © ~  y^1 >  y_1 as it follows 
from Fig. 4. Thus the relation between contribu
tions of collimated TR and forward PXR depends 
strongly on the observation angle 0 .  To consider 
such a relation it is necessary to take into account 
an interference between PXR and TR as well. 
Coming back to the general formula (13) one can 
obtain the following expression for interference 
term:

d7V]n t  2e2(o2ax
( O -

d (o d 20 (r=+5+tf)'
1

x ^ - l + s i n ^ ^ L v / ^ - 1)

o r

sin
(o\Lu.x 

2(a sin q>

4sin<p

{}

 COS
(O \

oj2sL a A 

2(0 sin q>

4sin<p sm|1 4  sm q> + i

(21)

Formula (21) contains the main terms only which 
is to say that the crystal thickness L exceeds the 
extinction length a>/a>2. The first term in square 
brackets in (21) describes an interference between 
PXR and TR, the second one corresponds to an 
interference between two different branches of 
PXR waves. This formula is valid within the range 
ta > 1 where PXR contribution is essential.
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Formulae (14), (18) and (21) allow to analyze 
the possibility to separate PXR contribution from 
the total emission yield on the basis of proposed 
approach consisting in the measurement of 
strongly collimated radiation by the use of X-ray 
detector with high energy resolution (a crystal- 
diffractometer can be convenient for this purpose). 
Spectral-angular distributions of TR, forward 
PXR and interference term calculated by (14), (18) 
and (21) with the assumptions that y y* and the

Fig. 6. Relative contributions of DTR, PXR, and the inter
ference term to the total emission spectral-angular distribution. 
Presented functions P ^  are determined by the formula 

=  (n2/e2)(col/co)(dN^/dead20). Curve 1 corresponding to 
the function P\ describes DTR spectral-angular distributions, 
curve 2 describes PXR, curve 3 corresponds to the interference 
term. All curves were calculated for fixed value of the parameter 
cogô /cog =  0.8 The thickness of the target L and the observation 
angle 0 are connected by resonance condition (20) for n =  3.

condition (20) is fulfilled are presented in Fig. 6. 
First of all the presented curves demonstrate a 
small influence of an interference between PXR 
and TR. Since the widths of TR and PXR peaks 
are very small (about several eV) the total number 
of photons emitted by TR and PXR mechanisms 
has to be registered at the real experiment. 
Therefore the narrow spectral peak which can be 
observed in the range of small observation angles 
0  < y~l is formed mainly by TR contribution in 
accordance with Fig. 6. On the other hand relative 
PXR contribution increases with increasing of the 
observation angle 0  as it follows from Fig. 6, but 
the total emission yield decreases essentially in this 
case.

4. Forward PXR from the thick absorbing target

Since PXR contribution increases with in
creasing of the thickness of a target it is interesting 
to consider the limiting case of semi-infinite crystal 
used often for the analysis of general PXR prop
erties [4,11]. Again coming back to the general 
result (13) and taking into account the definitions 
(8) one can reduce the expressions (13) for A^XR 
and A j R in the limit L —» oo to very simple for-
mulae

A pxr =  | a A-
71 CD1

1

»-2 . Ql G -

+ fk  ~  i<^

v-2 . Q2 Q2
(22)

Amplitude A j R in (22) is the ordinary emission 
amplitude of TR from a relativistic particle, 
crossing a single boundary between vacuum and 
medium. On the other hand the amplitude ^ XR 
differs essentially from that following from PXR 
theory for Laue geometry and semi-infinite target. 
Only one branch of solutions of the wave equation 
makes the contribution to PXR yield, which is 
negligibly small because the quantity Re[oJ] is al
ways nonzero.
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To explain this unexpected result let us discuss 
general formulae (5) describing the total electro
magnetic field inside the crystalline target. In ac
cordance with (5) the primary field E ^  is formed 
by the particle Coulomb field transformed due to 
scattering on crystalline electrons and by two free 
X-ray waves corresponding to different branches 
of the solution of dispersion equation. In the case 
of Laue scattering geometry the unknown coeffi
cient b)& and in (5) are completely determined 
by well known boundary conditions for the pri
mary Ecm and diffracted field Ecx% at in-surface of a 
target. Since in the case of Laue geometry all free 
waves are damped out to the direction from in- to 
out-surface of the target [14], only the particle 
equilibrium field can be essential at the exit of a 
target in the limiting case of a thick crystal with the 
thickness L greater than an absorption length. As 
this takes place, the forward PXR field in vacuum 
behind the crystal Efm is determined in the case 
under consideration by the last boundary condi
tion (9), where the field Ef0 contains the particle 
equilibrium field only [13].

Such approach allowing to obtain the very 
simple solution of the task of PXR description in 
the case of Laue geometry fails for Bragg geome
try. First of all it should be noted that the field 
inside the crystal can not be completely determined 
in the case of Bragg geometry by the boundary 
conditions at in-surface of the target only. Fur
thermore, in the limiting case L —> oo one cannot 
use the particle equilibrium field as the total elec
tromagnetic field inside the target in boundary 
conditions at out-surface of the target in contrast 
with PXR for Laue geometry. Indeed, the dif
fracted component of the particle equilibrium field 
does not satisfy to second boundary condition (9), 
therefore one must use an additional contribution 
of free X-ray waves in this boundary condition.

Let as consider in more detail the role of free 
waves in the formation of PXR yield in the case of 
Bragg geometry. In accordance with the expres
sion (8) defining quantities | lj2 within the fre
quency range ta(co) >  1, where the forward PXR 
can be realized the free wave corresponding to 
K = h x = P + ^ 2  = omx + £2 is damped to the di
rection from in- to out-surface of a target. But 
another wave corresponding to k ix = amx +  ^  is

damped in a reverse direction from the first wave. 
Therefore this wave can not be excited at the in
surface of a target. Calculation of the group ve
locity performed by the use of the expression for 
£(co) in (8) leads to the conclusion that this velocity 
(0^i,2x/0ro)_1 «  T -  ! /«  X%x is negative for the 
discussed wave with anomalous direction of 
damping. Therefore the energy carried by this 
wave is transferred from out- to in-surface of the 
target. This circumstance leads to the suppression 
of PXR in the case of thick enough crystal when 
the transferred energy is totally absorbed.

Based on the presented consideration the solu
tion of discussed task in the case of semi-infinite 
target can be found within the frame of very simple 
approach. Neglecting the free wave corresponding 
to £2 in the general solution (5) and using only two 
last boundary conditions in (9) one can obtain the 
very simple expression for the coefficient ,

_  im e (  1 1 ^  /'•m
-  4n2pvx *m\ L - t i  L J ’ ( }

which coincides with that following from the gen
eral solution (10) in the limiting case L —> 00. 
Obviously, expressions (22) and (23) are equiva
lent.

5. Conclusions

The above-described results demonstrate a 
possibility to observe the forward PXR from rel- 
ativistic electrons crossing a crystalline target ori
ented so, that the Bragg scattering geometry can 
be realized. The most appropriate conditions for 
observation of such an effect are realized in the 
case of thin enough target with the thickness L less 
than an absorption length. In the opposite case of 
thick target PXR yield is suppressed due to the 
anomalous properties of X-ray wave responsible 
for PXR formation. This wave appearing as a 
consequence of the boundary conditions for the 
diffracted component of an emitting particle 
equilibrium electromagnetic field at out-surface of 
the crystalline target transfers its energy from out- 
surface where the forward PXR in a vacuum be
hind the target is formed to the in-surface. As this 
takes place PXR yield decreases.
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Performed calculations have shown the very 
strong dependence of the forward PXR angular 
density on the energy of emitting particles. In the 
region of small energies y <  y* =  cob/ coo PXR an
gular density is proportional to y6/y® <C 1. On the 
other hand PXR properties do not depend on y if 
y >  y* because of the density effect.

The maximum in the forward PXR angular 
distribution is shifted to the side of small obser
vation angles compared to that for the ordinary 
PXR emitted to the direction of Bragg scattering. 
Strong oscillations can be manifested in such a 
distribution for highly reflecting crystallographic 
planes.

The problem of the TR background in the 
task of the forward PXR experimental observa
tion can be solved in part by the suppression of 
this background in the vicinity of Bragg fre
quency where the narrow PXR peak is realized 
due to the negative interference between TR 
waves emitted from in- and out-surfaces of the 
target. But in this case the intense narrow TR 
peak being due to dynamical diffraction effects 
appears in the range of small observation angles. 
Such a peak can not be interpreted as PXR peak. 
One can circumvent this difficulty by using the 
emission measurements in the range of large en
ough observation angles where PXR contribution 
predominates.

It should be noted that an influence of emit
ting particle multiple scattering is not analyzed 
in this work because this influence is not essen
tial in the case of thin target under consideration. 
Moreover, under most appropriate for the ex
periment condition y >  y* the angle of multiple 
scattering 0 SC ~  y 1 is small compared to the 
angle corresponding to maximum in PXR angu
lar distribution 6>max ~  y, 1. therefore the multiple 
scattering can not change essentially the PXR 
properties.
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